
Amazon.in ‘Apple Days’ bring offers on latest iPhone 11 series, Apple Watch and other accessories

February 13, 2020

‘Apple Days’ on Amazon.in will be live until February 17, 2020
Great offers and deals on latest iPhone 11 series, MacBook, accessories and more
Up to 30% off on Apple Watch Series 4; Lowest prices ever of iPhone 11 Pro & Pro Max
Customers can enjoy affordable finance options like No-cost EMI and additional discounts using HDFC Bank Debit and
Credit Cards

Bengaluru, February 13, 2020: Amazon.in today announced ‘ Apple Days’ through which customers can get access to a host of exciting deals and

offers on latest iPhone 11 series, Apple Watch, MacBook and more. The sale is live until 17th February 2020 with great offers from participating brands
and sellers.

Customers can get iPhone 11 series at its lowest price ever, with iPhone 11 Pro being available at INR 93,900 and iPhone 11 Pro Max at INR 1,03,900.
They can also avail an additional discount of INR 6,000 on iPhone 11 Pro and INR 7,000 on iPhone 11 Pro Max using HDFC Bank Debit and Credit
Card.

During Apple Days, customers can get an instant discount of INR 6,000 on their favourite MacBook Air and can avail up to 30% off on Apple Watch
Series 4.

For more offers check out Apple Days on Amazon.in

For more information, please contact:

Neha Janda AvianWE nehajanda@avianwe.com

Movit Ramwani Amazon India movitr@amazon.com

About Amazon.in

The Amazon.in marketplace is operated by Amazon Seller Services Private Ltd, an affiliate of Amazon.com, Inc. (NASDAQ: AMZN). Amazon.in seeks
to build the most customer-centric online destination for customers to find and discover virtually anything they want to buy online by giving them more
of what they want – vast selection, low prices, fast and reliable delivery, and a trusted and convenient experience; and provide sellers with a
world-class e-commerce platform.

For more information, visit www.amazon.in/aboutus

For news on Amazon, follow www.twitter.com/AmazonNews_IN
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